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Catalina Spa and RV Resort
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DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA

What makes an
RV resort a spa?
We’ve got the perfect example. It’s Catalina Spa and RV
Resort where the two natu-

n easy drive from most anywhere in Southern California, Catalina Spa has
so much going on inside its security gates that you might never want to
leave. And if you’re thinking it’s just for adults, think again. There are two clubhouses, one in the adult section and another in the new family section. The list
of things to do is huge, and they’re things the whole family will enjoy. Who
doesn’t like an ice-cream social?
Catalina Spa and RV Resort is near the center of the Coachella Valley, playground of the rich and famous for nearly a hundred years. Maybe it’s a coincidence that Desert Hills, one of the largest clusters of factory-outlet stores in the
nation, is also nearby. Desert Hills is a shopper’s dream, and even the rich like to
save big bucks.
It’s a short ride to Palm Desert and the Golf Capital of the World. Half-a-dozen
tribal casinos and Joshua Tree National Park are within easy reach. And worldclass restaurants and nightclubs saturate fabled Palm Springs. Oh, my. Shop and
spa. Or golf, shop and spa. Or golf, gamble and spa. You get the picture.
There are 477 RV sites accommodating rigs up to 50 feet long and providing
50-amp electrical service. Catalina Spa has thought of everything to make your
Southern California stay delightful.

rally heated mineral-water
spas and two mineral-water
swimming pools have the
“spa” side covered. The
sheer number of amenities
and activities covers the
“resort” part. Pickleball,
anyone? How about the
dune-buggy derby?
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